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The dynamic theory of the optically modulated space-charge layersSCLd resulting from band
bending at a Si–SiO2 interface was developed in terms of the density of interface charges occupying
band-gap energy states. Expressions were derived for these interface charge densities, interacting
with the free-carrier density wave generated in the SCL and in the quasineutral regionsbulkd by an
intensity-modulated super-band-gap laser. The residual and modulated interface charge coverage
affects the band-edge-to-impurity state recombination and the concomitant near-infrared photon
emission comprising the photocarrier radiometrysPCRd signal. The PCR theory incorporating these
effects was further developed. It was found to involve the dc, fundamental, and entire harmonic
spectrum of the excitation frequency as a result of the optical modulation of the curvature of the
energy bands and the SCL width at the interface. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1850198g

I. INTRODUCTION

The technique of laser infrared photocarrier radiometry
sPCRd was recently introduced as a sensitive method for
electronic material transport property measurements under
modulated laser light,1,2 although it can also be used in a
pulsed mode. The PCR signal consists of harmonically
modulated near-infrared emissions within the spectral band-
width of the InGaAs detector with a preamplifier and
matched optical filterss0.8–1.7µmd. In Si, PCR is believed
to be associated with room- or higher-temperature infrared
photoluminescence, a phenomenon partly due to the indirect
band-to-band transition, which in the past has invariably
been associated with the presence of defects.3 As a first step
to the study of interface electronic effects affecting the PCR
signal, a theory is developed for the optical modulation and
relaxation of band bending toward photosaturationsflatband
conditiond at the Si–SiO2 interface. The harmonic modula-
tion of band bending through optical interactions with
charged surface states in oxidized Si wafers is considered
and the PCR signal from the width-modulated space-charge
layer sSCLd and the quasineutral region beyond is derived.
Expressions are thus developed for these interface charge
densities, interacting with the free-carrier density wave gen-
erated in the SCL and in the quasineutral regionsbulkd by an
intensity-modulated super-band-gap photon source. The
small radiative component of the recombination of free mi-
nority carriers in impurity states is assumed to be in the form
of room-temperature photoluminescence measurable by PCR
as near-infrared photon emission following the recombina-
tion event.

II. THEORY OF OPTICALLY MODULATED p-SI–SIO2
INTERFACE ENERGETICS IN THE PRESENCE
OF CHARGED INTERFACE STATES

A. Interface energy-band configuration

To fix definitions and ideas, the following description of
interface energetics focuses on ap-type semiconductor.
n-type materials can be treated in an exactly analogous man-
ner. In Fig. 1 we consider the SiO2–Si interface energy dia-
gram of p-type Si in the presence of the positively charged
interface state densityNt scm−2d acting as traps of free mi-
nority carriersselectronsd. At equilibrium in the dark,4 the
energy bands at the interface are bent with a total interface
potential energyqcs0, measured with respect to the intrinsic
Fermi level. The interface depicted in Fig. 1 can either be in
depletion or in inversion. At equilibrium the SCL width,
W0, serves as the reference value for the nonequilibrium
configuration under optical incidence of intensity
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FIG. 1. Band-structure energetics at ap-type Si–SiO interface with a posi-
tively charged interface statestrapd densityNt assumed to be at energyEt.
The band bending is modulated by the external optical field. The various
quantities have been defined in the text.
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I0sa ,hnd sW cm−2d, wherea is the optical-absorption co-
efficient at the super-band-gap photon energyhn. The Fermi
level is EF in the bulk, but it splits up intoEFp and EFnsxd
within the SCL, due to the presence of the interface state
densityNt distributed over a narrow energy range centered at
E=Et. If many such interface state distributions are present,
as in the case of several contaminants or mobile ions in the
oxide, then the mean state density can be defined as a sum
over the distribution of discrete state densities, or as an inte-
gral over a continuous distributionNtisEtiddEti across the
band-gap range,ECùEti ùEV, in the manner described by
Kronik and Shapira.5 Aberleet al.6 have devised a computa-
tional method to deal with such distributions and their effects
on Shockley–Read–Hall recombination at the SiO2–Si inter-
face. The single-state simplification in this work is not a
serious limitation, as it leads to an effective density of states
associated with an effective SCL width, which is all one can
measure using nonspectrally resolved techniques. Details
about the equilibrium configuration in ann-type semiconduc-
tor can be found in Ref. 4. The important results forp-type
interfaces can be briefly summarized as follows, as they form
the reference state for the theoretical development of the
free-carrier-density-wavesCDWd dynamics under external
optical modulation.

Charge neutrality across the two sides of the interface at
x=0 requires that the accumulated free-electron charge den-
sity in the SCL must balance in detail the positive exterior
charge density which causes the potential shift from the
maximumcs0 to cs,

Qsi = − Qsc=
Î2«skBT

qLD
FSqcs

kBT
D , s1d

wherekB, T, «s are Boltzmann’s constant, the absolute tem-
perature, and the dielectric constant of the semiconductor,
respectively;LD is the extrinsic Debye length for electrons,

LD =
1

q
skB«sT/pp0d1/2 s2d

andF is the normalized interface electric field defined as7

Fsud ; fse−u + u − 1d + snp0/pp0dseu − u − 1dg1/2. s3d

Here,pp0 andnp0 are the majoritysholesd and minorityselec-
tronsd free-carrier densities, respectively, andu=qcs/kBT. In
a p-type semiconductor under low-to-moderate injection
conditions we havesnp0/pp0d!1, which leads to a simplified
relationship between the interface-state charge density and
the potential,

Qsiscsd > Î2pp0«skBTFexpS−
qcs

kBT
D + Sqcs

kBT
D − 1G1/2

.

s4d

Within the snp0/pp0d!1 approximation, the SCL width can
be found from the capacitance of the layer

Wsud = «s/Cdscsd = «s/s] uQscu/]csd

> Î2LDSÎe−u + u − 1

1 − e−u D . s5d

In Eq. s4d, the potentialcs has been associated with the
surface/interface barrier height and can be measured by the
surface photovoltage technique.8 Equations5d can be evalu-
ated under depletion conditions foru,1, such thatcB.cs

.0,

Wscsd = s2«scs/qpp0d1/2. s6d

This is the same as the well-known depletion-layer expres-
sion under the one-sided abrupt junction approximationsRef.
4, Chap. 2.3.1d. For cs@cB sinversion conditions, Fig. 1d,
the increasing exponential term in Eq.s3d, when inserted in
Eq. s5d, eventually dominates the behavior, despite the small-
ness ofsnp0/pp0d, so that

Wscsd =
1

q
SkB«sT

np0
D1/2

expS−
qcs

2kBT
D . s7d

This limit represents the inversion-layer portion of the SCL,
i.e, whenEFnsxd crosses over theqcsxd curve in Fig. 1 and
the thickness of the layer decreases rapidly. Therefore, it is
possible that optical modulation of the SCL width may pass
through a series of configurations from inversion through
depletion to flatbands, and possibly into accumulation, de-
pending on the magnitude of the interface charge density
scoveraged. Within the depletion approximation, Eq.s6d, the
SCL width must take the thermal correction into account9

Wscsd = S 2«s

qpp0
fcs0 − DcsI0,hnd − skBT/qdgD1/2

, s8d

where DcsI0,hnd is the interface potential change in the
presence of external optical photocarrier generation which
perturbs the interface state charge density. Under room-
temperature conditions in Si,pp0<NA, the total acceptor
densityscm−3d, since all hole impurity states would be essen-
tially ionized. At flatbands,DcsI0,hnd,cs0, and the SCL
vanishes.

B. Interface-state occupation dynamics under
modulated optical excitation

Let us assume the single interface energy trap stateEt,
with Nt the number density of positive electron traps. The
fractionNt0 of Nt is occupied through recombination into the
traps of free thermal or photoexcited electrons within or be-
yond the SCL. Those occupied states become electrically
neutralized and induce a change in the width of the SCL. The
fraction Nt−Nt0 of states remains unoccupied, and therefore
charged through thermal emission into the conduction band
or through direct optical extraction of electrons by the inci-
dent photons. It must be mentioned that although super-
band-gap photons are assumed throughout, the optical emis-
sion mechanism can also work with sub-band-gap energy
photons, as long ashnùEC−Et. The rate equation of capture
and release of minorityselectrond carriers at the interface
state under depletion/inversion conditions is
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]Nt0

]t
= fnp0 + Dnps0,tdgCtsNt − Nt0d − RTNt0

− PaI0shndNt0, s9d

whereCt is the probability for free-electron trapping at an
interface statescm3 s−1d. Pa scm2 J−1d is the probability for
incident photon absorption at an interface sitessurface ab-
sorptiond, leading to ejection of a trapped minority carrier.
Pa is usually small and delays the establishment of nonequi-
librium steady state upon illumination of the surface.8,10

RT ss−1d is the rate for thermal emission of electrons from the
trap state into the conduction band,

RTsTd = NCCt expf− sEC − qcs − Etd/kBTg s10d

and NC=2s2pme
*kBT/h2d3/2 is the effective minority-carrier

state density in the conduction band of the semiconductor.
Dnps0,td is the free photoexcited minority-carrier density at
the edge of the conduction band. The foregoing picture of
minority-carrier trapping at interface states depends on the
ratio of electron and hole capture cross sections. At the
Si–SiO2 interface, Aberleet al.6 have shown that this ratio is,
indeed, on the order of 100; therefore, efficient capture of
electrons by interface states is expected upon illumination of
a p-type Si crystal, with not-so-efficient trapping of an
n-type material. Insofar as the trapping efficiency affects the
degree of band bending by means of optical biasing, these
expectations were borne out experimentally,11 achieving
complete flatband conditions atp-type Si–SiO2 interfaces
and only partial removal of band bending atn-type Si–SiO2

interfaces. At equilibrium in the dark,]Nt0/]t=0 andI0=0.
Therefore, the charge density on the oxide side of the inter-
face smobile charges in the SiO2 are neglectedd is

Qsi = qfNt − Nt0
sedg =

qRTNt

Ctnp0
sed + RT

sC cm−2d. s11d

It is clear that the degree of band bending in the dark de-
pends on the number density of thermally or otherwise ion-
ized free minority carriers. In the extreme case, where
np0

sed=0, thenQsi=qNt, i.e. all interface states are unoccu-
pied and positively charged, thus creating the largest possible
band bending and the widest SCL width. From charge neu-
trality across the interfacex=0 it is established thatQsi=
−Qsc=qnp0

sedW0, or

W0 =
RTNt

np0
sedfCtnp0

sed + RTg
= Wmax, s12d

where W0;WsI0=0d is the maximum value of the SCL
width. For an interface at equilibrium,Ct is the product of
the thermal velocity of an electron and the capture cross
section of the interface state with energyEt. Although the
energy-band bending is modulated harmonically in time, the
equilibrium configuration in the dark represents a physically
meaningful and experimentally extremely useful reference
state for optically driven band-curvature modulation, as part
of the modulation cycle involves the complete shutoff of the
radiation and temporary restoration of the dark equilibrium
conditions, depending on the actual optical modulation wave
form used. This configuration is, of course, attained only if

trapped carriers in interface states during the illumination
part of the modulation cycle can be reemitted fast enough
into the conduction band during the dark part of the cycle. It
is well known that saturation of surface photovoltagesSPVd
signals versus illumination intensity in Si depends on modu-
lation frequency due to incomplete carrier emission.12,13

For the calculation of the free-electron-density-wave
generation rate in the SCL, Fig. 2 shows the relevant coor-
dinate configuration. The incident modulated intensitysand
its simplified formd

Isl;vd =
1

2
I0slds1 + eivtd → I0sldeivt s13d

creates electron-hole pairssehpd within a distance m
=fasldg−1, wherea is the optical-absorption coefficient of
the semiconductor at the incident wavelengthl. It is usually
convenient to use the abbreviated form of the modulation
factor above on the right; however, great care must be taken
when nonlinear calculations mixing the dc level, the funda-
mental and higher harmonics are made, as is the case with
photocarrier radiometry.1 The modulated excitation generates
a free-carrier density wave mostly within depthm from the
surface14 that usually includes the very thins,0.5 mm in Sid
space-charge layer. This is a coherent excitation of minority
carriers which is characterized by a frequency-dependent
sacd diffusion length

Lnsvd = ÎDn
*tn/s1 + ivtnd, s14d

whereDn
* is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient andtn is the

bulk lifetime of the CDW. In practice, these parameters are
compositeseffectived quantities involving interface as well
as bulk values.15,16 In the Appendix it is shown that the in-
terface lifetime value is affected by the details of the trapping
dynamics. Those minority carriersselectronsd within an ac
diffusion length from the edge of the SCL can be swept into
it and slide down the energy-band slope of the SCL edge
under depletion or inversion conditions for the majority car-
rier sholesd. This increases the charge density within the
SCL, which, in turn, affects the occupation of the interface
stateEt. Under interface illumination with intensityI0sldeivt

there is a nonzero probability that a fraction of the occupied
interface states,Nt0, will absorb photons from the incident
radiation and will eject trapped electrons into the

FIG. 2. Details of space-charge-layer optical excitation of a minority-carrier
selectrond by an incident super-band-gap photon, showing an opposite sign
carrier separation leading to Eq.s16d.
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conduction-band edge, thusincreasing the degree of band
bending.17 Assuming quantum efficiency one for this carrier
extraction process and omitting the time-harmonic modula-
tion factor, the interface-absorption-attenuated incident in-
tensity transmitted through to the Si bulk isI1sld= I0slds1
−saNt0d, wheresa is the absorption cross sectionscm2d for
optical transitions depopulating the interface stateEt. For a
uniformly illuminated cross-sectional areaA, the net rate of
CDW generation,gnsx,vd, within the virtual slicex,x+Dx is
given by

hQAfI1sx,vd − I1sx + Dx,vdg = hngnsx,vd, s15d

where hQ is the optical-to-electronic energy conversion
quantum efficiency in the semiconductor. Expanding the sec-
ond term in the brackets and retaining only the first order
term in the expansion, and assuming the validity of the Beer–
Lambert law, the free-electron-density-wave generation rate
per unit volume,Gnsx,vd=gnsx,vd /ADx, is found to be

Gnsx,vd = hQf1 − Rsldg
I1sldasld

2hn
e−axs1 + eivtd scm−3 s−1d

; Gns0,vde−ax, s16d

whereR is the reflectivity of the semiconductor-oxide inter-
face, assuming that the oxide is essentially transparent to the
incident laser radiation. In this picture, photocarrier radiom-
etry monitors the near-infrared recombination emissions
from free-electron-density oscillations photogenerated within
an optical-absorption depth,a−1, at the interface and within
the SCL, and from those minority electrons migrating into
the SCL from the quasineutral region from a statistical depth
Wøxø uLnsvdu. In addition, CDW recombinations in the
quasineutral region itself, within a statistical depth given by
maxfa−1, uLnsvdug, result in recombination emissions also
captured by the IR detector. Finally, to complete the descrip-
tion of carrier dynamics at the interface, the rate equation for
minority electrons in the conduction band within the SCL
must be considered,

]Dnps0,td
]t

= − DntDnps0,tdsNt − Nt0d + Gns0,td

+ sPaI0 + RTdNt0 − DniDnps0,tdNi . s17d

Here, Dnt and Dni are diffusion coefficientsscm2 s−1d of
conduction-band carriers into the interface charged statesNt

and into other noncharged and defect states at the interface of
densityNi scm−2d, respectively.Dnt is related toCt in Eq. s9d.
Gns0,td is the generation rate per unit volume of Eq.s16d and
acts as a harmonic source in the rate equation. It will be
noted that free-carrier densities and generation or
recombination/capture rates on the semiconductor side of the
interface are considered to be volume quantities, whereas
corresponding densities and rates on the oxide side are con-
sidered area quantities.15 Unlike the rate equations9d which
is very specific to the occupation of the charged interface
states at energyEt that contribute to the electrical configura-
tion of the SCL, Eq.s17d is more generally descriptive of the
full recombination possibilities for the free minority carriers
in the conduction band.

In adapting the foregoing interface carrier dynamics to
optically modulated space-charge regions, the physical pic-
ture that emerges in ap-type semiconductor is as follows:
ehp generation in the SCL and efficient separation of the two
opposite sign carriers by an incident penetrating photon, un-
absorbed by the interface states, lead to an extra free electron
in the SCL under depletion. This added electron tips the elec-
trical neutrality of the oxide-semiconductor interface and an
electron must be trapped by an unoccupied charged state at
the interface in order to reestablish charge balance. An in-
crease in the fraction of occupied states occurs which de-
creases the net charge density to a minimum valueQis

=qfNt−Nt0sI1dg. The decreased potentialcs on the oxide side
of the interface decreases the width of the SCL, Eq.s6d.
During the part of the modulation cycle when the light is off,
the occupied states eject the electrons captured during the
illumination part of the cycle in an effort to assume their
equilibrium statistical density in the dark, at a rate which
depends on the relaxation time of the trapsheretofore as-
sumed fast compared to the period of the optical modulation,
but accounted for by the interface capture and recombination
lifetimes belowd. In the dark, the interface charge density
reaches its maximum,Qis=qfNt−Nt0

srdg, whereNt0
srd is the

residual occupation density, conesponding to maximum SCL
width. The value ofNt0

srd occurs for I1=0 and is mainly
determined by the thermal free-electron background density,
Dnp0sTd, in the conduction-band edge, and by hopping diffu-
sion to the charged state from other types of occupied states
which also contribute to the free-carrier density in the con-
duction band through thermal excitationsAppendixd. These
processes exist independently of the optical excitation and
serve to determine the background potential bias at the inter-
face which is responsible for the maximumsreferenced band
bending.

Introducing into Eq.s17d a harmonic time modulation of
the free-electron density

Dnpsx,vd = Dnpsxdeivt, s18d

which constitutes the free-electron-density wave, and a simi-
lar component to the interface state density determined by
the modulated charge neutralizing occupation densitysone
electron neutralizes the positive charge of the state while it
remains trapped during the part of the illumination cycled

Nt0svd = Nt0
srd + N1svdeivt s19d

and equating terms on both sides of the rate equation, yields
the free photoexcited electron-density wave on the semicon-
ductor side of the interface,

Dnps0,vd = S Gns0,vd + sPaI0 + RTdNt0
srd

iv + DntfNt − Nt0
srdg + DniNi

Deivt. s20d

There are additional terms, both dc and~e2ivt appearing
in the free-carrier density rate equation under harmonic
modulation, but they are omitted here because the experi-
mental configuration11 involves lock-in detection at the fun-
damental frequencyf =v /2p only. Imposing the same type
of harmonic modulation on the rate equation for interface-
state occupation, Eq.s9d, and equating terms~eivt on both
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sides result in an expression for the modulated component of
the trap occupation density due to optical ehp generation,

N1svd = SCtfNt − Nt0
srdgDnps0d − PaI0Nt0

srd

iv + Ctnp0 + RT
Deivt. s21d

For simplicity, any losses of photons due to interface absorp-
tion at occupied states, as well as any resulting contributions
to the free-carrier-density wave in the conduction band, have
been neglected from both Eqs.s20d and s21d, as they repre-
sent nonlinearities which become important only at very high
incident modulated intensitiessunlike the typical experimen-
tal situationd and/or occupation densities at the interface.
Equating the dc terms on both sides of the rate equations9d
gives the residual density of occupied states due to the pres-
ence of thermal minority electrons in the conduction band
without the external optical source under depletion/inversion
conditionssequivalently, in the darkd,

Nt0
srd =

Ctnp0Nt

Ctnp0 + RT
. s22d

This expression is consistent with Eq.s11d obtained under
equilibrium conditions and attests to the fact that with regard
to interface states with short emission/capture time constant,
the dark part of the optical modulation cycle restores the
interface to its equilibrium condition. The foregoing expres-
sions for the modulated quantities help define an interface
recombination lifetime for the photoexcited free-electron-
density wave,

tri ;
1

DntfNt − Nt0
srdg + DniNi

. s23d

In terms oftri the CDW can be written as

Dnpsx,vd = S tri

1 + ivtri
DfGnsx,vd + PaI0Nt0

srdgeivt. s24d

Similarly, with regard to the interface state occupation-
density modulation, the capture lifetime

tc ;
1

Ctnp0 + RT
s25d

can be defined as the inverse of the background trapping rate
into the state, so that the dc and modulated components of
the occupation density can be expressed in terms oftC:

N1svd = S tC

1 + ivtC
DsCtfNt − Nt0

srdgDnps0,vd − PaI0Nt0
srddeivt

s26d

and

Nt0
srd = CttCnp0Nt. s27d

C. Free photo-excited minority-carrier wave density
in the quasineutral „bulk … and SCL regions

The interface carrier density expressions derived in Sec.
II B are evaluated atx=0 regardless of where the quantity
inside the SCL is considered, because the SCL acts as a thin
spatial regions,0.5 mmd in which recombination is essen-

tially absent due to efficient separation of the local ehp and
the completely ionized impurity states at, or above, room
temperature. As a consequence, the recombination lifetime in
this region has been set equal to infinity, Fig. 3. Experimen-
tally it is very hard to separate SCL recombination from
other free-carrier sinks at the interface. However, it should be
noted that if any recombination does occur inside the SCL,
this would amount to an additional free-carrier sink which, in
this work, is phenomenologically taken into account through
the concept of surfacesor interfaced recombination velocity
sSRVd adapted to the interface-state dynamicssAppendixd.
The opposite approach has also been taken in the literature:
the surface recombination velocity and the SCL recombina-
tion lifetime have been combined into an effective “near-
surface lifetime,”tSCL.

16 Both of these descriptions are valid,
as one usually does not know the detailed relationship be-
tween interface recombination velocity and near-surface life-
time for thesunknownd interface charge density energy dis-
tribution manifold in a given sample. Therefore, for
simplicity, in calculating the number density of free photo-
carriers in the semiconductor bulk generated by the incident
radiation I0shnd, it helps to think of the surface strip 0øx
øWsI0d as serving only as a transport pathway of minority
carriers which did not recombine radiatively in the quasineu-
tral regionswhere they would have contributed to the PCR
signald to the interface, where they recombine mostly nonra-
diatively scontributing to the effective value of SRV which
decreases the PCR signald. Of course, optical absorption and
photocarrier excitation within the SCL generate a spatially
dependent excess carrier density represented by the rate
Gnsx,vd, Eq. s16d; however, these carriers are assumed not
to recombine within the SCL but rather join the transport flux
to, and accumulation at the interface of, their peers which are
generated in the bulk. Under these physical constraints the
continuity boundary-value problem for minority electron-
wave generation in the bulk is given by14

d2Dnbsx,vd
dx2 −

Dnbsx,vd
Ln

2svd
= −

Gns0,vd
Dn

* e−ax+ivt;

FIG. 3. Optical source depth profile and carrier-density-wave transport pa-
rameters inp-type semiconductor Si with a transparent surface oxide and
interface state densityNt.
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Wstd , x ø L, s28d

whereGns0,vd is given by Eq.s16d, with the simplification
I1= I0 subject to the boundary conditions

UdDnbsx,vd
dx

U
x=Wstd

=
S1

Deff
DnbfWstd,vg s29ad

sconservation of photocarrier wave flux across the SCL in-
terfaced; and

Dnbs0,vd = DnbfWstd,vg, s29bd

UdDnbsx,vd
dx

U
x=L

= −
S2

Dn
* DnbsL,vd. s29cd

In the boundary conditions29ad, the value ofDeff can
either be the ambipolar valueDn

* for minority electron re-
combination in the quasineutral region, or the value for in-
terface hopping diffusion,Deff sAppendixd, depending on the
actual radiative recombination site. In most practical cases it
will be taken asDn

* as bulk recombination events far exceed
interface hopping diffusion recombination. In Eqs.s28d and
s29ad, Wstd denotes the oscillating width of the SCL with the
frequency of the incident photocarrier generating radiation,
because the photon flux changes the occupation density of
the interface states via its effect onN1svd. This occupation
density oscillation, in turn, modulates the SCL widthW. A
second possible mechanism for band bending, namely, the
screening of the interface charge by free carriers7,18 does not
play as an important role inp-Si because surface trapping of
minority carriers is a very efficient process due to the high
capture cross section for electrons,sn,10−13–10−14 cm2.19,20

In Eqs. s28d and s29ad–s29cd, S1 and Deff are the interface
recombination velocity and effective diffusion coefficient, re-
spectively,at x=0, despite the fact that the boundary condi-
tion is posed atx=Wstd. This is consistent with the assump-
tion that there is no loss of carriers within the SCL, so all
losses occur at the translated coordinate at the
semiconductor-oxide interface. Conservation of the electron-
density wave atx=Wstd is assured by Eq.s29bd and the
carrier-wave loss at the back surfacex=L is described by the
recombination velocity and diffusion coefficient at that sur-

face, Eq.s29cd. The optical and transport parameter profiles
across the semiconductor cross section are shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 3. Although the values of the interface param-
eters S1 and Deff are normally determined experimentally
from the PCR signal as a function of modulation
frequency,1,2 it is possible to derive explicit expressions for
them in terms of the interface state density configurationfsee
Appendix, Eqs.sA1d and sA8dg.

The solution to the boundary-value problems28d and
s29ad–s29cd is14

Dnbsx,vd = F hQs1 − RdI0a

2hnDn
*sa2 − k2dGe−aWsvds1 + eivtd

3F g

G2 − G1e
−2kLsG2e

−kfx−Wsvdg

+ e−kf2L−x−Wsvdgd − e−afx−WsvdgG , s30d

where

g ;
S1 + aDeff

S1 + ksvdDeff
; G1 ;

ksvdDeff − S1

ksvdDeff + S1
;

G2 ;
ksvd + S2

ksvdDn
* − S2

s31d

are minority CDW interfacial coupling and accumulation/
depletion coefficients.ksvd is the minority electron CDW
wave numbersmagnitude of the complex wave vector in one
dimensiond defined as

ksvd ; S1 + ivtn

Dn
*tn

D1/2

. s32d

In view of the fact that the SCL width is almost always
very small compared to the typical thickness of bulk semi-
conductor materials,L@W0, collecting terms from the
space-charge region, Eq.s24d, and from the bulk of the semi-
conductor, Eq.s30d, a complete description of the CDW ev-
erywhere on the semiconductor side of thep-type material
can be obtained,

Dnpsx,vd = FhQs1 − RdI0a

2hn
Gs1 + eivtd

35S
tri

1 + ivtri
De−ax +

e−aWsvd

Dn
*sa2 − k2d

FgsG2 + e−2kLd
G2 − G1e

−2kL − 1G ; 0 ø x , Wsvd

e−aWsvd

Dn
*sa2 − k2dH g

G2 − G1e
−2kLfG2e

−kfx−Wsvdg + e−ks2L−xdge−afx−WsvdgJ ; Wsvd , x ø L6 . s33d

It should be noticed that the termPaI0Nt0
srd in Eq. s24d was

neglected in comparison withGnsx,vd, because the number
density of ejected carriers by direct absorption at the inter-

face is too small compared to the bulk photogenerated carrier
density required to shift the curvature of the energy bands in
order to have any measurable effect on the PCR signalsor,
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alternatively, on the surface photovoltage8d.
In Eq. s33d there is an apparent CDW discontinuity at

x=W due to the inability of the SCL to exchange particle
fluxes with the quasineutralsbulkd region in the absence of
intralayer and interlayer diffusion. Recall that only drift of
photocarriers across the layer is considered based on the
well-known dominant transport mechanisms across this very
thin layer and in order to keep the mathematical formulation
tractable. The term proportional toftri / s1+ivtridge−ax is the
result of CDW confinement within the SCL under depletion
and/or inversion conditions of thep-type semiconductor cre-
ated by the presence of interface charged states and it de-
pends on the trapping time constanttri . The discontinuity
can also be viewed as the consequence of assuming an abrupt
ending of the departure of the potential energy,qcsxd, from
the intrinsic Fermi level,Ei, at x=W. Through this term, the
SCL can freely communicate with the interface states.
Through the remaining terms it facilitates and accelerates the
transit to the interface of bulk-generated carriers swept under
the influence of the built-in electric field that exists inside the
SCL. The obvious analog of this situation is the charge-
density discontinuity of an abruptp-n junction at the edge of
the SCLse.g., Ref. 4, Chap. 2.3d, which is in general agree-
ment with experimental results.

D. SCL width modulation as a function of laser-beam
intensity

The effect of band-bending modulation under an external
optical field on the interface charge density at the oxide side
can be described in terms of static and modulated compo-
nents,

Qsisvd = Qsi
srd + Q1svdeivt = qfNt − Nt0

srdg − qN1svdeivt.

s34d

Using Eqs.s26d and s27d for the respective interface state
densities yields

Qsi
srd = qNtS RT

Ctnp0 + RT
D s35d

and

Q1svd = − qNtS CttC
2

1 + ivtC
DfRTDnps0,vd − PaI0Nt0

srdgeivt.

s36d

The negative sign above indicates thatQ1 increases when the
occupation of interface states decreases, since a charge is
neutralized for each minority electron captured at an inter-
face state. During one modulation period the SCL widthW
oscillates between its maximumsdarkd value,Wmax=W0, and
a minimum which depends on the incident intensity:Wmin

=WsI0d. Ideally, the absolute minimum occurs at the flatband
intensity,IFB, in which caseWsIFBd=0. The total charge den-
sity in the SCL is obtained by integratingQsc over the SCL
width,

Qsc= − qfnp0WsI0d + eivtE
0

WsI0d

Dnpsx,vddxg. s37d

From the charge distribution in the SCL, Eq.s33d, it is
straightforward to show that

− Qsc/q = np0WsI0d + CI0hTrisvdf1 − e−aWsI0dg

+ aFsvdWsI0de−aWsI0djeivt, s38d

where frequency and intensity dependencies of the various
parameters are highlighted, as they correspond to experimen-
tally controlled variables in PCR measurements. The follow-
ing definitions were introduced to simplify notation

C ;
s1 − RdhQ

2hn
; Trisvd ;

tri

1 + ivtri
;

Fsvd ;
1

Dn
*sa2 − k2d

FgsG2 + e−2kLd
G2 − G1e

−2kL − 1G . s39d

Furthermore, the modulated space-charge layer width can be
written as

WsI0d = W0 − WmsI0deivt. s40d

Qsc in Eq. s38d is complex and given by +Qsi=qhfNt

−Nt0
srdg−N1svdeivtj in Eq. s34d. However, the right-hand

side srhsd of Eq. s38d contains a full harmonic spectrum of
the angular modulation frequencyv when multiplexed with
the SCL modulation function Eq.s40d. Upon introducing a
Principle of Detailed Charge Neutrality for each harmonic
order, the components of each orderOseinvtd ; n=0,1,2,…,
on both sides of the equal sign in Eq.s38d must be, one-to-
one, equal across the oxide-semiconductor interface. For
synchronous lock-in PCR detection, however, we only need
the dc andOseivtd components of Eq.s38d to match with the
respective terms ofQsi/q. To perform this calculation upon
insertion of Eq.s40d into Eq. s38d, the following expansions
to ordereivt are required:

e−aW = e−aDWs1 + aWmeivtd, s41ad

We−aW = e−aDWfDW− Wms1 − aDWdeivtg;

DW; W0 − Wm. s41bd

To obtain physically meaningful results requires using the
full modulation function 1

2s1+eivtd instead of the modulus
eivt with all modulated quantities, and keeping in mind the
origin of the various dc and ac terms so that they can be
grouped together with similar termsse.g., the unity above
must accompany the ac componentd when the complex equa-
tion

np0WsI0d + CI0hTrisvdf1 − e−aWsI0dg

+ aFsvdWsI0de−aWsI0dj

= fNt − Nt0
srdg − N1svdeivt

is separated out into its harmonics. The outcome of compu-
tational demultiplexing is
dc term,
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Nt − Nt0
srd = np0W0; s42d

Oseivtd term,

N1sv,I0d = CaWmI0fTrisvd + s1 − aDWdFsvdge−aDW.

s43d

Equations42d can be used to calculate the backgroundsdcd
charge coverage of the interface state and thus define the
SCL reference width in the dark

W0 =
Nt − Nt0

srd

np0
=

RTNt

np0sCtnp0 + RTd
. s44d

The rightmost expression is derived from Eq.s22d and can be
compared to the equilibrium SCL in the dark, Eq.s12d. In
principle, from Eq.s44d, knowledge of the SCL maximum
width W0 and of the thermally induced minority electron
density,np0, can be used to infer the equilibrium interface
charge densityNt−Nt0

srd. This has been accomplished
experimentally.11 Further knowledge of the interface capture
and thermal emission ratesCt andRT suffices to estimate the
trap densityNt and thus completely determine the interface
equilibrium charge configuration. In practice, these interface
quantities are unknown and the calculatedsmaximumd value
of W0 may be used to extract the active doping concentration
in the SCL from the experimental data. With SPV measure-
ments under depletion conditions, it is relatively straightfor-
ward to use Eq.s6d with the Kelvin probe-determined surface
potentialcs to solve forpp0.

21 As there is no electrical inter-
face with PCR, onlyW0 measurements under inversion con-
ditions can be used to determine the SCL active dopant den-
sity, Nsc, from the equationfRef. 4, Sec. 7.2.1, Eq.s28dg

W0 = F4«skBT lnsNsc/nid
q2Nsc

G1/2

, s45d

as was done by Romanet al. using SPV.22 Here ni is the
intrinsic carrier concentration in Si. In PCR, the known value
of W0 must be used in the determination ofWm from Eq.
s43d. Given that the left-hand side of Eq.s43d is an amplitude
sreal numberd, the equality can only be understood also in
terms of the amplitude of the rhs. ForI0=0 Eq. s43d yields
N1sv ,0d=0. This is consistent with the expectation that there
should be no photocarrier generation in the dark.N1sv ,0d
=0 also if Wm=0 in the same equation, again consistently
with the requirement that the conditionWm=0 must be
equivalent to the dark configuration of the energy bands at
the surface, so thatW=W0. For I0= IFB, the flatband intensity,
we require thatDW=0, i.e.,Wm=W0. Equations43d provides
a nonlinear method to extract theI0 dependence of the SCL
width Wm, provided that the oscillating interface charge cov-
erage is known. In practice, the reverse is more likely to
happen; theWmsI0d dependence may be extracted from the
PCR data, and then used with Eq.s43d to estimate the mag-
nitude of the oscillating charge coverage,N1sv ,I0d. Simi-
larly, using a variable dc optical bias intensity,IDC, to change
W0 under the conditions whereWm is negligible, theW0sIDCd
dependence may be extracted from the PCR data using Eq.
s42d to calculate the steady interface charge coverage.11

Equations43d can also be used to determine the magnitude

of incident laser intensity required to drive the interface to
the flatband condition,

IFB = I0,max=
np0

s1 − RdhQauTrisvd − Fsvdu
. s46d

At flatbands the modulated interface charge density is

QsisIFBd = qnp0W0F1 −
1

2
s1 + eivtdG

= Hqnp0W0; eivt = − 1

0; eivt = + 1.
J s47d

At the instant of maximum fluence of the sinusoidal op-
tical intensity modulation this relation shows that the charge
is fully neutralized instantaneouslysin reality, at times short
compared to the capture time constantd and accompanied by
shrinkage of the SCL width to zero. At the darkszero flu-
enced instant of the period, the interface state occupation due
to illumination ceases and the residual charge density
qnp0W0 sC cm−2d emerges unbalanced. Again, it is empha-
sized that these predictions can only be achieved if the trap-
ping time constant of the interface state is short compared to
the inverse of the light modulation period:vtri !1. Other-
wise, there will be a delayed response amounting to a PCR
phase shift, leading to complications akin to those known in
the field of surface photovoltage spectroscopy as “photo-
memory effect.”23

In view of the fact that optical intensity bias is the pri-
mary experimental control of the SCL width, the relation-
ships of Eqs.s42d ands43d between the darksreferenced SCL
width and the incident intensity with the interface-state
charge coveragessoccupation densitiesd Nt−Nt0

srdsI0d and
N1sv ,I0d, respectively, are of great importance. however, it is
clear from the foregoing that they cannot be easily deter-
mined from first principles. Experimental data of the PCR
signal versus the incident optical intensity must be obtained
and fitted into the appropriate expressions withW0 and Wm

as parameters. Experimentally, these quantities can be ob-
tained conveniently from PCR frequency scans and/or inten-
sity scans with a super-band-gap optical source.

III. PHOTO-CARRIER RADIOMETRIC SIGNAL
DEPENDENCE ON SCL

The PCR signal in a semiconductor, with infrared ab-
sorption sequivalently, emissiond coefficient aIRslIRd, aver-
aged over the spectral bandwidth of the photodetector, is
given by1

Spsv,lIRd =
hRWeRslIRd

A
F 1 − R1slIRd

1 − R1slIRdR2slIRde−2a0slIRdLGeivt

3E
0

L

e−a0zfa fcsz,v;lIRd − a0Jsz,v;lIRdgdz,

s48d

whereR1,R2 are the reflectivities of the front and back sur-
face at the infrared emission wavelength, respectively;hR is
the radiative quantum efficiency for the emission of an infra-
red photon through carrier recombination;WeRslIRd /A is the
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probability density for a radiative emission within an areaA;
and

aIRsz,v;lIRd = a0slIRd + a fcsz,v;lIRdeivt, s49ad

Jsz,v;lIRd ; E
0

z

a fcsx,v;lIRddx. s49bd

Here,a0 is the background sub-band-gap infrared absorption
coefficient of the semiconductor in the dark, and
a fcsz,v ;lIRd is the excess infrared absorption coefficient due
to the free photoexcited CDW by means of an incident
modulated optical beam emitting super-band-gap photons.
Equations48d is a simplification of the infrared absorption
field valid in the limits of low reflectanceR2 and reasonably
constant spectral dependence ofa0slIRd within the detector
bandwidth. For Si the residuala0slIRd in the near sub-band-
gap region is very low;24 a0slIRd!a fcsz,v ;lIRd. According
to Kirchhoff’s law stemming from the Principle of Detailed
Balance,25 the infrared absorption and emission coefficients
are equal at all wavelengths. Now, the modulated part of the
absorption coefficient can be linked to the free photocarrier
density wave as26

a fcsz,v;lIR;ad = KlIR
2Dnpsz,v;ad;

K < 1018 cm2/mm2, s50d

for both n- and p-type semiconductors, whereDnp is the
minority-carrier density, anda is the optical-absorption co-
efficient at the excitation wavelength. Therefore, fora0L
!1 in Eq. s48d, the PCR signal can be obtained, to first
approximation, from the depth integral of the free-
photocarrier density generated throughout the thickness of
the semiconductor

SPsI0,v;ad > C0sR1,R2;aIRdE
0

L

Dnpsx,v;addx, s51d

where C0 is a depth- and frequency-independent constant.
Carrying out the integration using Eqs.s33d and s40d and
retaining only terms on theOseivtd for lock-in detection of
the fundamental Fourier component of the PCR signal using
expansionss41ad and s41bd, yields the expression

SPsI0,v;ad > C0sR1,R2;aIRdFhQf1 − R1sladgI0a

2hn
G

3STrisvd
a

f1 − s1 + aWmde−aDWg

+
1

Dn
*sa2 − k2dH g

ksG2 − G1e
−2kLd

3fhs1 + aWmd − f1 + sa − kdWmge−kLj

3sG2 + e−kLd + fDW− Wms1 − aDWdg

3sG2 + e−2kLdg −
1

2a
fs1 + aWmd − e−aLg

− fDW− Wms1 − aDWdgJe−aDWDeivt.

s52d

Here,la denotes the wavelength of the excitation radiation.
Experimentally,11 this equation can be applied with super-
band-gap radiation of absorption coefficientashnd
.103 cm−1, such that the semiconductor material is entirely
opaque to the incident radiation,e−aL<0. The quantities
g, G1, G2, andk have been defined in Eqs.s31d and s32d.
Trisvd was defined in Eq.s39d. The effective SCL width
DW=W0−Wm andWm are functions ofI0, as described in Eq.
s43d. In the limit of I0=0, there exists no photocarrier density
wave, thereforeSP=0. If there exist no charged surface
states, thenDW=0 andW0=WmsI0d=0 for all I0.0, as gath-
ered from Eqs.s42d and s43d, respectively. In this limit Eq.
s52d reduces to the conventional PCR signal expression1 with
linear dependence onI0,

SPsI0,v;ad > C0sR1,R2;aIRdFhQf1 − R1sladgI0a

2hnDn
*sa2 − k2d G

3H g

ksG2 − G1e
−2kLd

fsG2 + e−kLds1 − e−kLdg

−
1

a
s1 − e−aLdJeivt. s53d

Finally, in the presence of a nonzero density of charged in-
terface states,qQsi, when the PCR intensity is such thatI0

= IFB, Eq. s46d, the amplitude of the modulated SCL width is
maximum,Wm=W0, and the signal, Eq.s52d, reduces to the
following expression:

SPsI0,v;ad > C0sR1,R2;aIRdFhQf1 − R1sladgI0a

2hn
G

3S− TrisvdW0 +
1

Dn
*sa2 − k2d

3H g

ksG2 − G1e
−2kLd

fhs1 + aW0d

− f1 + sa − kdW0ge−kLjsG2 + e−kLd

− W0sG2 + e−2kLdg −
1

2a
fs1 + aW0d − e−aLg

+ W0JDeivt. s54d

What differentiates this case from the previous one where
there was no interface state density present is that, when the
flatband condition is satisfied, there is a temporary neutral-
ization of the interface states; however, the dependence on
Nt−Nt0

srd renders the PCR signal a function of the residual
trap density via Eq.s42d. Physically, even when the flatband
condition is satisfied during the dark part of the modulation
cycle, the surface states remain a locus of carrier trapping/
emission.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A dynamic theory of the optically modulated space-
charge layer at a Si–SiO2 interface was developed in terms of
the density of intraband-gap interface charges, both residual
sbackgroundd and harmonically modulated, as a result of a
free photoexcited minority carrier density wavesCDWd. The
theory was incorporated into a quantitative analysis of the
PCR signal which was found to involve the dc, fundamental,
and all higher harmonics of the excitation frequency as a
result of the modulation of the curvature of the energy bands.
The dependence of the interface charge densitysdc and fun-
damental componentsd on the intensity of the excitation
sourceslaserd and on the transport properties of the CDW
was derived and led to the formulation of the PCR signal
dependence on the SCL width under optical modulation. In
conclusion, the presented combined ac/dc laser source PCR
theory offers a method for quantitative monitoring of the
optical flattening of the energy bands at the interface of a
semiconductor under depletion or inversion conditions.
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APPENDIX: DETERMINATION OF S1,DS, AND DEFF
AT A SEMICONDUCTOR-OXIDE INTERFACE
WITH A CHARGED INTERFACE-STATE DENSITY

The definitionfEq. s23dg of the recombination lifetime in
terms of semiconductor-oxide interface diffusion ratesDnt

and Dni describes the hopping occupation of positively
chargedsDntd and noncharged or defectsDnid states. A con-
nection can be made to the Shockley–Reed definition of sur-
face recombination velocity,27 when properly adapted to the
present configuration. Let

S1 = sntvthfNt − Nt0
srdg + snivthNi ; S1t + S1i , sA1d

wheresnt and sni are the capture cross sectionsscm−2d for
electrons at charged statesNt and noncharged or defect states
Ni, respectively.vth is the thermal velocity on the interface
plane. Therefore, the interface recombination lifetime can be
defined as

1

tri
= S Dnt

sntvth
DS1t + S Dni

snivth
DS1i ;

S1t

dt
+

S1i

di
, sA2d

wheredt and di are electron hopping diffusion coefficients
scmd. They can be interpreted as probabilities for a hopping
surface carrier to reach a trap distancedt or di away from its
current location, respectively. Now defining interface carrier
lifetimes tt and ti before trapping, astt=dt /S1t and ti

=di /S1i, we obtain

tt =
dt

sntvthfNt − Nt0
srdg

; ti =
di

snivthNi
. sA3d

EquationssA2d andsA3d lead to the physically expected rate
equationtri

−1=tt
−1+ti

−1. EquationssA1d, sA2d, ands23d can
also be combined to yield

1

tri
=

1

vth
o

j
SDnj

snj
DS1j , sA4d

where s jd denotes all the available surfacesinterfaced trap-
ping sites that will affect the value of the surfacesinterfaced
lifetime. Assuming a single rate-limiting carrier trapping
state,Et, consistently with the assumptions of the theory, the
following relationship can be written between the interface
lifetime tri =ts and the single component of the interface
recombination velocity,S1:

1

ts
=

1

vth
SDnts1 − fd

snt
DS1. sA5d

Here f = fsEtd stands for the occupation probability of a
charge state at the Si–SiO2 interface. Forp-Si, typical values
of the diffusion constants in Eq. sA5d are vth

=s3kBT/me
*d1/2=2.2573107 cm/s sRef. 4; Sec. 5.4.3d; snt

=5310−14 cm2.6 The value ofDnts1− fd depends on the de-
tails of the space-charge state energy distribution and cannot
be calculated from first principles. An adequate approxima-
tion for modeling purposes can be obtained in the range of
low S1 values, in which casets<sL /2S1d where L is the
thickness of the semiconductor. This approximation is valid
to within 4% for S1,Dn/4L.28 When combined with Eq.
sA5d, it yields an empirical figure of merit for the hopping
charge diffusion coefficient at the interface:Dnts1− fd
,s2vthsnt/Ld=s2.257310−6/Ld cm2/s. If more than one in-
terface trapping processes are competing for carriers, com-
bining Eqs.s23d and sA4d gives an expression for the effec-
tive smeand hopping diffusion coefficient,

Ds = DntF Nt − Nt0
srd

Nt − Nt0
srd + Ni

G + DniF Ni

Nt − Nt0
srd + Ni

G . sA6d

Considering the effective recombination rate which is equal
to the sum of the interface and bulk recombination rates29

one may write,

1

teff
=

1

tB
+

1

ts
. sA7d

Here,teff is the effective recombination lifetime,ts is given
by Eq.sA5d, andtB is the bulk recombination lifetime. Using
the definitions of the respective diffusion lengths we find
from Eqs.sA5d–sA7d that the effective carrier diffusivity can
be expressed as,

Deff = Dn
* + FLeff

2s1 − fdS1

vthsnt
GDnt. sA8d

For small values ofS1 and Dnt values in the range of
10−5 cm2/s, the second term on the right can be neglected in
most cases, so thatDeff<Dn

* .
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